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Phase diagram of the screened two-dimensional electron crystal
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The melting tine of the two-dimenrional cry~talformed by rurface electrons above liquid helium film5 a d ~ o r k dnn
PMMh has hccn mapped out by means o l a m~crowavecavity technique a t tcrnpxiturcs above 1 K . The ~nfl
uence of the
dielectric substrate nn such a transifion ha5 k e n measured af diffcrcnt tcmycraiures and at various hcl~z~rn
film
thicknesses. The recults are found to be in good agreement w ~ t hcxirtlng thctrr~m.I n general. screenme rcduccs rhc
stabilrty ranpe of thc W ~ e n e rc r y ~ t a lIn the phaqe diagram ot the surface electron$. I 199x El~evierScience H.V. All
rights reserved.
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Surface electrons (SE) formed at the surface of
hulk I~quidhelium constitute a nearly ideal twodimen~ionalelectron system (21IESI which is characteri7cd by the presence. In zero magnetic field, ot
a low density crysaaIline phaw below I K (11. The
tran~itirrninto thir claqacal crytal has been first
oh~crvcdalmost 20 years apo in n landmark experiment [2.?]. The 2DES is also expected lo undergo
a quantum mclting transition at low T and very
high electron denstty. n > 1 0 ' ~ c m - 2[4]. Unfortunately, ~ t ~ ca hregime cannot he reached on the
surface of hulk liquid helium because an clccttohydrodynarni~instability of the charged surface
limits n to value$ helow 2.2 x loq m
[ I]. Fn
order to increase the maximum density of the SE
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system. it has been suggested to use a thin helium
film az a substrate for the SE. hecause a film i~

additionally stahili7d hhy \.an der Waals forces [ 5 ] .
This has been demonstrated by Etz elt al. [6] who
were able to charpe hehum films to electron densitles of .r 10" G I Y - ' . Furthermnrc. on a thm hellurn
film. the interparticle interaction is modified due to
the screening of the electron-lectron interaction
by the dielectric substrate supporting [he helium
film. The major consequence of such a screenin~
- which ~o far, however, had only h e n conqtdered
theoretically - i$the shrinking of the snlld phase
region with respcct lo the 2DES phase diagram on
hulk helium (7.81: the clasrrcal f r w i n g line is
pushed to higher density and lower temperature.
while the quantum meltrig is shifted to lower n and
T. Regarding the classical part of the screened
2DES phase diagram, Saitoh [9] has determined
the dependence of the meltin8 denslty n, of the
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screened crystal on the helium film thickness
dHe following the Kosterlitz and Thouless melting
criterion. The explicit expression of this formula is

t91:

where c = 1.1061 is a constant, $ is the plasma
parameter (that is the ratio of the mean potential
energy to the mean kinetic energy of one electron),
and ii = ( E . , ~ - I ) / ( R * ~ +
~ I), where E , , ~is the dielectric constant or 'the substrate. As lor the quantum
melting line, there exist in the literature many differing theoretical predictions of its location [lo],
while there is yet no conclusive experimental evidence of such a transition. A first hint of the crossing
of the quantum melting line may have been observed in a microwave cavity experiment of SE on
helium films covering SiO, [I I]. .
Hereafter we report the results of the first systernatic study ob the classical melting line of a screened
ZDES formed by SF, above helium films covering
a poly(rnethy1-methacrylate) (PMMA) surface. The
microwave cavity setup used in this study has been
described in detail elsewhere [12]. A thin silicon
platelet, 5 x 25 mm,spin-coated with a thin P M M A
layer (d, x 25 nm), was placed along the axis of
a cylindrical cavity which was excited in the fundamental TM,,, mode at a frequency f z 10 GHz
when the sample was inside. An initial helium film
of thickness dHewas prepared by keeping the level
of liquid helium at a height H below the substrate.
The distance H was determined by the frequency
shift of the cavity when liquid helium was inside.
The helium film was charged by firing a small
tungsten filament while increasing the generally
positive clamping voltage b' applied to the silicon
platelet in small steps so that the electrons could
not acquire sufficient energy to penetrate into the
helium film. The resonator was inserted in a microwave transmission line with a feedback loop which
locked the frequency of an X-band generator onto
the cavity resonance. The frequency stability was
=53 ppm, that of the amplitude =0.3%. Both the
resonance frequency and the transmitted power
through the cavity were monitored during charg-

ing. The real x and imaginary z parts of the dielectric response of the SE were calculated from the
resonance frequency and amplitude [I 21.
Fy 1 shows three charging runs at two different
temperatures and on helium films of two different
initial thicknesses covering a PMMA layer approximately 25 nm thick. On charging the film the
absorption rises almost linear1y with increasing
eIectron density. The susceptibility is also linear
and has a negative value, which means that the
charg~nghas Icd to an increase of the cavity resonance. This is the familiar behavior of free, noninteracting electrons obeying the Drude model
where both the absorbed power and susceptibility
are simply linear in n. As n increases, the SE remain
in a fluid phase characterized by an increasing

Fig 1. Relative absorption r and susctptihility of the SE at
two different temperature5 and on two helium R l m ~of different
inilia1 thicknerc covering a PMM A layer versus electron
density n.
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electronic correlation until a critical value ts reached above which there is an abrupt change in the SE
mobility as signalled by the simultaneous kinks in
both r and z. We identify this ktnk as the onset of
Wigner crystalliration [12,13]. More precisely, the
change in the electron absorption at solidification
is due to the pinning of the 2DES crystal to some
surface defects. In reaIity, as the 2DES experiences
a strong random potential due to surface roughness
and pinned electrons, it is more likely that the
2DES freezes in many small crystallltes instead of
in one large single crystal. Some small crystallites
can still move and absorb microwave energy, which
explains why we only observed a kink and not
a sharp jump down to a = O at solidification.
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the melting density with temperature in the range 1.15-1.6 K and
on two charged helium film thicknesses of z 300
and z 500 A. ln the same figure we have also
plotted the predictions of Eq. ( I ) lor D = 300 A and
500 h The two I~nesin Fig. 2 represent the fit of the
data points using the plasma parameter as a free
parameter. We find [hat the best fit to the data is

achieved with T = I17 15, quite close to the
value of 127 found for 2DES an bulk helium
[2,3,14]. Furthermore, Eq. (1) indicates that the
melting density of a screened SE crystal also depends on the thickness of the helium film.
In Fig. 3 we report the experimental values of
nw as a function of the charged helium fi!m thickness together with the predictions of Eq. (1) using
again r as a free parameter. The hest fir to thc data
is achieved with r = 124 20, in good agreement
with the value deduced from Fig. 1.
In conclusion, the results presented here show
that the classical part of the Wigner crystal phase
diagram foIlows the theoretical predictions Tor
screening of the electronic interaction quite closely.
As the influence of the polarization of the substrate
i s increased, the crystallization line is shifted to
higher eIectron densities. as expected from the reduction of the electrostatic energy. I t will be interesting to study wrth the same technique the effect of
screening in the high dens~typhase diagram where
quantum melting o f the W i p e r crystal occurs.
There, as pointed out in the introduction, screenins

FIE 2. Melting dens~rvnu of the SE cryqtal on charped hclrurn
films or different ini?~al
thickness as a funct~onor the temperature. For hnher ~nformattonwe text,

Fig 3. Meltlng density n, of the SE cr~stalon charged hellurn
films of dtfferent rnltial thickness. For more informatton ~ e text
e
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of the Coulomb potential should lead to a lowering
of the melting density. In view of the fact that the
details of quantum melting of the 2D Wigner solid
are not yet understood, such measurements should
provide important information about this phase
transition.
We appreciate valuable contributions to the experiment by T.Giiazler. This work is supported by
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the
HCM program of the European Community.
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